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Tactical and Strategic AI
So far: single character and no use of knowledge from prediction of the whole
situation.
Now:
deduce the tactical situation from sketchy information
use the tactical situation to make decisions
coordinate between multiple characters
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Waypoint Tactics
Waypoint tactic (aka rally points): positions in the level with unusual
tactical features. Eg: sniper, shadow, cover, etc
Often pathnding graph and tactical location set are kept separated
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Outlook
Waypoint tactical properties
compound tactics
connections
continuous properties
context sensitivity
Using tactical waypoints
Automation:
assess tactical properties
determine locations
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Primitive and Compound Tactics
Store primitive qualities: cover, shadow, and exposure
ambush needs cover and shadow and exposure within a certain ray
decide which locations are worth
limit the number of dierent tactical
qualities: support a huge number of
dierent tactics without making the level
designer's job hard or occupying large
memory
slower: need to look for points and then
whether they are close
speed is less critical in tactics
pre-processing oine to identify
compound qualities: increase memory but
still relieves the designer from the task.
algorithms can also be used to identify
qualities

we can
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Waypoint Topology
Example of topological analysis

need for connections:

we're looking for somewhere that provides a good location to mount a
hit and run attack
we need to nd locations with good visibility, but lots of exit routes.

Mostly resolved by level designer
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Continuous Tactics
Qualities have continuous degrees.
We can use fuzzy logic
Eg:
sniper = cover AND visibility
msniper

= min(mcover , mvisibility )
= min{0.9, 0.7}
= 0.7.
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Context Sensitivity
The tactical properties of a location are almost always sensitive to actions of
the character or the current state of the game.
store multiple values for each node (eg. for dierent directions)
keep one single value but add an extra step (post-processing) to check if
it is appropriate (line of sight, inuence map, heuristic for sniper points:
has red there? etc.)

If 4 directions + both standing and crouched + against any of ve dierent
types of weapons 40 states for a cover waypoint.
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Using Tactical Waypoints

First decision then tactical movement
Use tactical info in Decision Making
Tactical information during pathnding
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First decision then tactical movement
Action decision: reload, under cover.
Tactical decision: querying the tactical waypoints in the immediate vicinity.
(Suitable waypoints are found, and any post-processing done)
The character then chooses a suitable location
nearest suitable location,
numerical value for quality of location
combination
Issue: tactical information is not included in decision making hence we may
end up discovering the decision is foolish
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Use tactical info in Decision Making
Example with decision tree:

Similarly, with state machine we might only trigger certain transitions based
on the availability of waypoints.
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Tactical Information in Fuzzy Logic Decision Making: take account of the
quality of a tactical location
IF cover-point THEN lay-suppression-re
IF shadow-point THEN lay-ambush
lay-suppression-re: membership = 0.7
lay-ambush: membership = 0.9
IF cover-point AND friend-moving THEN lay-suppression-re
IF shadow-point AND no-visible-enemies THEN lay-ambush
friend-moving = 0.9
no-visible-enemies = 0.5
lay-suppression-re: membership = min(0.7, 0.9) = 0.7
lay-ambush: membership = min(0.9, 0.5) = 0.5
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Finding Nearby Waypoints
Given the location of a character, we need a list of suitable waypoints in
order of distance.
problems with the situation below:

use pathnding to generate the distance (stop, when distance exceed
best so far)
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Generating the Tactical Properties
Level designer may express tactical location but rarely also dene properties
Tools supporting the designer (preprocessing or online)
Algorithms for calculating a tactical quality depend on the type of tactic:
Cover points
testing how many dierent incoming attacks might succeed (line-of-sight)
check attacks at regular angles around the point (with random osets for the
height). From the location selected, a ray is cast toward the candidate cover
point

Visibility points
line-of-sight tests: quality is related to average length of the rays sent out

Shadow points
samples from character-sized volume around the waypoint and ray casts to
nearby light sources or looking up data from the global illumination model.
Take maximum lightness
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Automatically Generating Waypoints

Similar to waypoints for pathnding
Watching Human Players
Condensing a Waypoint Grid
for each property test valid locations in the level and choose the best.
Assess with real-valued tactical qualities.
Tactical locations compete against one another for inclusion into nal
set. We want either high quality or a long distance from any other
waypoint in the set (high discrepancy)
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Tactical Analysis

Primarily present in Real-time strategy (RTS)
(as opposed to turn-based strategy) games
inuence mapping: determining military inuence at each location
terrain analysis: determining the eect of terrain features at each
location
But other tactical information too: eg, regions with lots of natural resources
to focus harvesting/mining activities.
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Inuence Maps
game level split into chunks made of locations of roughly same
properties for any tactics we are interested in
(like in pathnding: Dirichlet domains, oor polygon, tile-based grid and
imposed grid for non-tile-based levels, ...)
an inuence map keeps track of the current balance of military inuence
at each location in the level
simplifying assumption: military inuence is a factor of the proximity of
enemy units and bases and their relative military power (there may be
many more)
Inuence is taken to drop o with distance. Let I0 be intrinsic military
power of unit
Id = I0 − d

I0
Id = √
1+d

Id =

I0
(1 + d)2
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Inuence Maps
values of intrinsic inuence set by level
designers by visualizing the inuence
map, tuning needed
inuence at one location by one unit is
the drop o formula
inuence of a whole side on a location is
the sum of the inuence of each unit
belonging to that side.
side with the greatest inuence on a
location has control over it
degree of control: dierence between the
winning inuence value and the inuence
of the second placed side
degree of control high

secure
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Calculating Inuence values
Complexity: O(mn) (m number of locations, n number of units)
Possible optimizations:
limited radius of eect
each unit has intrinsic inuence I0 + radius of eect
convolution lters
lter: a rule for how a location's value is aected by its neighbors;
inuence blurs out; expensive but graphics helps; (eg. Gaussian)
map ooding
inuence of each location is equal to the largest inuence contributed by
any unit
can use Dijkstra algorithm
Calculations can be interrupted and split over frames. Not essential that they
are up-to-date.
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Applications
which areas of the game are
secure
which areas to avoid
where the border between the
teams is weakest
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Lack of Full Knowledge
some units may not be in line-of-sight
partial information the two teams may create dierent inuence maps
one inuence map per player
simplications assuming full knowledge may be disappointing
learning to predict from signs (for example using neural networks)
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Terrain Analysis
Similar to tactical waypoint analysis but in outdoor environments
Extract useful data from the structure of the landscape:
diculty of the terrain (for pathnding or other movement)
visibility of each location (to nd good attacking locations and to avoid
being seen)
shadow, cover, ease of escape
Calculated on each location by an analysis algorithm depending on
information
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Terrain Diculty
1.

2.

Each location has a type and each unit has a level of diculty moving
through terrain types.
ruggedness of the location: dierence in height with neighboring
locations (calculated oine)

Combination of 1. and 2., eg. by weighted linear sum

Visibility Maps
Check line-of-sight between location and other signicant locations in
the level.
Number of locations that can be seen, or average ray length if we are
shooting out rays at xed angles
Expensive: Can we reduce the number of locations?
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Learning with Tactical Analysis
Instead of running algorithms at locations:
during the game, whenever an interesting event happens, change the values
of some locations in the map.
Frag-maps learned oine during testing (possibly adapted online)
Frag-map per character:
initially each location gets a zero value
each time a character gets hit, subtract a number from the location in
the map corresponding to the victim
if a character hits another character, increase the value of the location
corresponding to the attacker.
ltering can be used to expand values out to form estimates for locations we
have no experience of.
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Structure for Tactical Analysis

We may need dierent information, not only inuence and terrain analysis.
Updating tactical analysis for the
whole level at each frame is too time
consuming.
limit the recalculation to those areas
that we are planning to use:
neighborhood of the characters
use second-level tactical analysis
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Multi-Layer Analysis
Combine tactical information
Example: RTS game where the placement of radar towers is critical to success
Relevant properties:
Wide range of visibility (to get the maximum information)
In a well-secured location (towers are typically easy to destroy)
Far from other radar towers (no point duplicating eort)
Combination:
Quality = Security × Visibility × Distance
Quality =

Security × Visibility
Tower Inuence
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Map ooding
Map ooding: calculates Dirichlet domains on tile-based levels. Which tile
locations are closer to a given location than any other

Example: a location in the game belongs to the player who has the nearest

city to that location
- each city has a strength
- the region of a city's inuence extends out in a continuous area.
- cities have maximum radius of inuence that depends on the city's strength.
Dijkstra algorithm
open list: set of city locations.
labels: controlling city + strength of inuence
process location with greatest strength
processing: calculate the strength of inuence for each location's
neighbor for just the city recorded in the current node.
updates: highest strength wins, and the city and strength are set
accordingly; processed locations moved in closed list; changed strength
moved to open list.
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Convolution Filters
update matrix
size of the lter: number of neighbors in each direction.
new value by multiplying each value in the map by the corresponding
value in the matrix and summing the results.
two copies of the map. One to read and one to write.
If the sum total of all the elements in our matrix is one, then the values
in the map will eventually settle down and not change over additional
iterations.
processing several locations at the same time
in games we limit the number of pass (one per frame) for speed
boundaries: adapt the matrix but matrix switching is not good.
Or adapt the map adding margin numbers
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Gaussian blur
Smooths out dierences
elements of the binomial series

Separable: rst only vertical and then
only horizontal vector
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Sharpening lter
concentrates the values in the regions that already have the most
central value will be positive, and those surrounding it will be negative
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Cellular Automata
update rules generate the value at one location in the map based on
values of other surrounding locations (eg. Conway'sThe Game of Life)
at each iteration values are calculated based on the surrounding values
at the previous iteration.
update for one location depends only on the value of locations at the
previous iteration need two copies of the tactical analysis
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Rules
output category, based on the numbers of its neighbors in each catagory
in other applications maps are considered to be either innite or toroidal
but not in games
rules that are based on larger neighborhoods (not just locations that
touch the location in question) and proportions rather than absolute
numbers.
Eg: if at least 25% of neighboring locations are high-crime areas then a
location is also high crime
In most cases, rules are heavily branched: lots of switch or if
statements, which are not easily parallelized
rule of thumb to avoid dynamism: set only one threshold
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Applications

Areas of Security

A location is secure if at least four of its eight neighbors (or 50% for edges)
are secure

Building a City
The way buildings change depending on their neighborhood
a building appears on an empty patch of land when it has one square
containing water and one square containing trees
taller buildings come into being on squares that border two buildings of
the next smaller size, or three buildings of one size smaller, or four
buildings of one size smaller.
In RTS reasoning on a ow of resources
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